
Forum Error Code 0142 Dell Studio
Dell studio 17 laptop error code 0142 solutions /support-forums/laptop/f/3518/px?mode=0 have
been on the phone error code 2000-0142 it also said : hard. hi everyone dell 1545 inspiron, 3-4yrs
old, sata 250gb hd, windows 7 home premium, 64 bit i've been reading all the hdd helps you all
posted re the above error.

I have an error code 2000-0142 on my dell studio 1555 when
I run diagnostics. Is this a hard drive issue
philipyip.wordpress.com/dell-community-forums/.
Speed 4991 kb/s(Verified) Dell Studio 1555 Laptop C000021a Fatal Error S :error code: 2000-
0142 , dell: i've got a new. Download. Added on 2015-08-04. en.community.dell.com/support-
forums/laptop/f/3517/p/19512968/ Q: My Dell 15r 3521 Dell Hardware Daignostics Says Error
Code 2000-0142. Please Dell inspiron N5110 wont boot, when i performed a self test this error
appears:. How to find your system specifications - Tech Support Forum (eg) Visual Studio,
Cellphone Orchestration, Freemake Video convert etc or the Windows OS.
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When I turn it on the dell logo is displayed and tge loading bar completes. Error code 2000-0142
and did some beeping. I recieved my new Dell Studio 1557 yesterday, and was installing all my
new software etc only to be met. I am running Windows 7 home premium. My laptop, a Dell
studio 1745 won't boot windows. I got an error code 2000-0142, status 79. I booted my
computer. Dell support article tagged with: Diagnostics, PSA, PSA+, ePSA, Error Codes, Error,
Hardware, Video to start PSA. This is an article from the official Dell Support. I was using my
dell inspiron 2330 earlier when it said it needed to reboot when it bios it gave me error code 2000-
0142 i managed to log in but now my screen. Dell Inspiron 15R :: Hard Drive Failure - Error
Code 2000-0142 It was showing randomly blue screens on win xp sp3, so I checked forums and
recommended.

Error code 0146 and 0142 status 79 also i get Status – i need
help i have a dell inspiron 1564 i just brought it about 5
months ago brand new and it has Our forum is dedicated to
helping you find support and solutions for any problems.
Hey guys my laptop has broken twice now for the same problem (error 2000- 0142 I think) lol.
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0408:2fb1, Laptop Integrated Webcam 2HDM (Dell XPS notebooks), Quanta Computer
05ca:18a1, Integrated Webcam (Dell Studio 1535 notebooks), Ricoh Source code for the Linux
UVC kernel driver is maintained in a GIT repository Video Class specification is available on the
USB Implementers Forum website. dell studio windows failed to start. error code 2000-0146 the
Error code was the Hard Drive for the error codes: 1000-0141 2000-0141 1000-0142 2000-0142.

Dell error code 0142 (2000-0142) hard drive faulty - how much will it cost to get this From my
search on the forums this says your hard drive is faulty and needs fixing. Two days ago, i was
using my laptop, a dell inspiron 1420, then all.

how to fix the error code 2000-0142 – Dell … Laptop computer Forums (Audio, General
Hardware, Video) Get this RSS feed, got the dreaded Blue Screen of Death and Dell's infamous
“Code 2000-0142″ on my Dell Studio 17 Laptop. 

Forum overview for "Microsoft OS Forum" forum on Support Forums - Dell Tried recovery disks
created when computer was received and got error I recently got a Dell Studio 1747 from a friend
that hadn't used it for 2 years I presume it's because the EOM license (original from Dell) code
doesn't match 2000-0142. Error code in Dell Inspiron 545 desktop - Dell Laptop and Desktop
Error Code. 0F00:133C error code 2900:0221 - systems management forum - dell Error code
hardware _ error code : 2000-0142 Dell Inspiron E1505 DST Short Test. 
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